Did you know that South Korea is one of the most highly developed and stable democracies in East Asia and a cosmopolitan nation with long tradition, which is bursting with creativity and action?

Korea in the World

Do you love Korean music? Have you heard of Korean pop artists such as “Big Bang” “2PM” “Super Junior,” and “Girl’s Generation”? How about Korean movies or dramas? Do you enjoy watching them? Let’s learn Korean to enjoy them even more!!

The trend of globalization demands ‘Global Literacy’, a holistic term including not only language but also cultures and customs of other countries. The rising power of East Asia, particularly, the growth and advancement of the Korean economy and business enterprises as well as arts and humanities, has heightened the importance of knowing the Korean language.

Korean is one of the “critical languages,” the term used in the US to designate languages for which there is large demand for language professionals but has little supply. Studying these languages can make you eligible for many funding options and can open up travel and career opportunities you may have never considered!!

Scholarship, Career Opportunity

GWU Sejong Scholarship for Korean Language Studies
GWU Korean Language and Culture Student Prize
GWU Sigur Center Grant for Korean Language Study in Korea
Critical Language Scholarship
National Language Flagship Fellowship
Freeman-Asia Study Abroad Scholarship
Gilman Scholarship Program for Study Abroad
Boren Undergraduate Scholarship
Rotary Ambassadorial Scholarships
Rotary Cultural Ambassadorial Scholarship
Knowing Korean will let you acquire an immediate competitive edge in Korea related positions in government, law, business, art, medicine, and much more!

TALK (Teach and Learn in Korea) Internship Program
EPIK (English Program in Korea) Contract Job Program